
Art Enrichment  

Artist Biography 

Grade 6 
***Please do not read the biographical information word for word to 

the class.  Paraphrasing would be best.   

 

Joseph Cornell (pronounced JO-sef korn-EL) 

American, 1903-1972 

Collage Artist 

 
 Joseph Cornell was born on Christmas Eve, 1903, in Nyack, New York to Helen 

and Joseph.  He was the oldest of four- Joseph, Betty, Helen, and Robert, who had 

cerebral palsy and was confined to a wheelchair.  Joseph adored his brother and 

eventually became his main caretaker.  Their parents loved music, ballet, and books.  

They made sure this was part of their family life.  They would spend evenings around the 

piano and take trips to New York City to see vaudeville and magic shows.   

 After his father died in 1917, his mother moved everyone to Queens, New York 

and Joseph lived there with his mother and Robert until they both died in the 1960’s.  

From 1917-1921, he went to college at Phillips Academy in Andover, Massachusetts and 

eventually became a fabric salesman until 1931.  During this time, he became interested 

in the arts.  In the 1940’s, he designed covers for magazines and worked in a plant 

nursery.  He did not have formal schooling in drawing or painting.  He was known for 

creating his signature collage boxes.  He, also, became a collector of old films and home 

movies and would re-edit them to make his own unique films.   

 Joseph was painfully shy around people and spent a lot of time alone.  He had few 

relationships outside of his mother and brother.  The boxes became an artistic way to 

express his inner thoughts and imagination.  On trips to the city he would find and collect 

items from flea markets, bookshops, and thrift stores.  Cornell would sort and place them 

in their organized little boxes, adding personal items like love letters to movie stars to the 

collection.  From these assortments, he would make his boxes.  He looked for parts of 

items that were once beautiful.  Images he used included movie and opera stars, 

ballerinas, owls, parrots, hotels, and astronomy.  Materials he liked were shells, corks, 

glass bottles, small toys, balls, etc.  The boxes became miniature stages in a theater with a 

sense of drama and mystery.   

 He did not start to make money from his art until around 1948.  Now they sell for 

hundreds of thousands of dollars are in museums, including the Art Institute of Chicago.  

In the early 1970’s, Cornell became isolated.  He watched the neighborhood children 

playing from his window and sometimes would leave his boxes on the porch for them to 

play with.  After his death in 1972, at 69 years of age, his ashes were buried in a small 

wooden box.   


